BASELOCK:
ARMATIX PRESENTS NEW
MULTI-GUN SAFETY STORAGE DEVICE.
Unterföhring May 2011
Armatix Baselock is a complete and highly innovative safety solution for small
and large stock of arms. The intelligent stationary system is securing all types
of short guns – including their magazines – and connects them to centralized
monitoring processes upon request. This opens up completely new
dimensions for the user with regard to management as well as monitoring and
tracking individual guns or entire stock of arms.
Baselock modules can be combined in any way and mounted in any way
required. The holders can be mounted on a table, wall or floor in buildings,
cars or special purpose vehicles of all kinds. Baselock modules can be used in
any number and combination with one another; every gun is secured
individually. Individual removal is only possible after entry of a unique PIN
code or via fingerprint or contact-less transponder activation. The entire stock
of arms can be removed following centralized or decentralized release using a
group code.
The respective pistol or revolver is placed on an Armatix blocking device
integrated in a Baselock module and locked by applying slight pressure. By
this procedure barrel and chamber will be locked automatically. For release
just enter personal PIN code or use fingerprint. After that the respective gun
can be removed within seconds. The mechatronic locking device also belongs
to one of several patent families of Armatix.
With an Armatix blocking device in the cartridge chamber, the gun is more
effectively protected against misuse than in the gun cabinet. Unauthorized
violent removal of the Armatix locking element irreparably destroys the gun
Using Baselock type of safety mechanism, weapons can be stored or
transported together with ammunition – it is impossible to load a cartridge in
this secure state!
Armatix shifts the issue of gun safety to the 21st century. The company,
headquartered in Unterföhring near Munich, combines the know-how of
SimonsVoss, being the European market leader in the sector of electronic lock
systems with the experience of using these systems for securing handguns.
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